THE HUMAN SPONGE

1. The objective of the human control system is confuse and control, HAMPER and
stealthily seriously ENCUMBER the human being
2. The prime mechanisms are through toxicity, the sources of which are myriad, quite
literally, including everything from FOOD, WATER, AIR and SOIL (remember the highly
inefficient Biofuels) to the most diverse forms of harmful Electromagnetic Radiation
3. Toxicity in the incarnate, the human sponge, is particularly pronounced through the
ingestion of chemicals, amongst which plastics which pervade society and, more
recently, most nefariously, nanotech, and junk food which alters the cellular
membrane structure making it less permeable and less flexible as well as the slow
insidious seeping throughout the human sponge of HEAVY METALS, in particular
MERCURY, the SECOND most TOXIC HEAVY METAL ON EARTH, which literally acts like a
superglue on the tissues of the body once it has “settled in”, rendering all the tissues
even less permeable and flexible. CHELATION is one of the few answers to this dire
predicament which deprives the human being of his/her VITALITY and LONGEVITY, for
it ever so SLOWY rids the body of the HEAVY METALS
4. The organs/tissues targeted by the human HAMPERING and CONTROL system are:
i.
The organs/tissues which are genetically and energetically encumbered
ii.
The over laden liver and lymphatic system
iii.
The BRAIN, because of its connection to God through the pineal gland, thereby
hampering MEDITATION and PRAYER, and because of the key role it plays in
the PSYCHO-NEURO-IMMUNO-ENDOCRINE System, the DISTURBANCE of
which wreaks HAVOC on the HUMAN INCARNATE (notice the sky-rocketing
rise in homosexuality and lesbianism and the associated need for “gender
counseling”, most likely due to both fluoride and the wonderful endocrine
disruptors in morning showers), making disease expression a literal
PLAYGROUND for the so-called “DIS-EASE MONGERING INDUSTRIES”
iv.
The oral cavity which is the location par excellence for the execution of all
sorts of haphazard techniques and the semi-permanent placement of all kinds
of more or less toxic materials (mercury amalgams, for example, the

second most toxic heavy metal in the world and those “titanium”
implants, the minority of which being 100% titanium which nonetheless
seem to “challenge” the immune system according to a recent study
presented in Switzerland), including the insidiously deadly root canals which
are still in vogue, something which guarantees the gradual but sure
HAMPERING and ENCUMBERING of the population through a panoply of all
sorts of juicy diseases which “nourish” the “health-care” industry
5. Toxicity accumulates primarily in the regions and organs cited in point 4 with denser
tissues like bones being the most difficult to DISENCUMBER. The BRAIN is MOST
difficult to ENLIGHTEN, in particular when it comes to HEAVY METALS, for it has a
semi-permeable membrane which acts as a LITERAL BARRIER to any effort to DETOXIFY
it. The result is acute, sub-acute, and chronic INFLAMMATION and
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INFECTION/INFESTATION in the midst of an ORGANIC TOXIC SOUP which leads to
relative suffering of the individual, particularly in the AUTIST, whose suffering must be
INCONCEIVABLE with pharmaceuticals essentially geared to CAMOUFLAGE the PURE
PAIN and SUFFERING, something which, to the common observer, potentially comes
across as DESPONDENCY. The BRAIN is the IDEAL PALYGROUND for so-called LYMES
Disease, the most lethal variation of which was born in Labs as can readily be
ascertained through investigation on the internet.
6. The oft ABJECT Dis-EASE MONGERING INDUSTRIES, sometimes more or less
inadvertently due to the lack of consciousness and the HYPER-FOCUSING on PROFIT in
this world of ours, then pretend to resolve the issues by SUBDUING and SUPRESSING
them, a mechanism which ultimately leads, over TIME, stealthily, but surely, to the
further EMCUMBERING of the increasingly less Divine Human Being with the
EXPRESSION of one or more of a PLETHORA of Dis-EASES, that is, to the point where
the Human Being is SO, SO, SO COMPROMISED that even the Divine cannot properly
recognize him or her, so wayward and forlorn are either his or her EXPRESSION and
ACTIONS.
7. Women have been the most targeted of the sexes for they are appropriately deemed
the most dangerous to the System’s prevalence, for they provide the greatest
potential for DIVINE HARMONY with humanity, GAIA and the Universe through their
natural connection to Nature and GOD. It is little wonder that WOMEN are the ones
who have to take ORAL CONTRACEPTIVES which HAMPER beyond belief, stealthily so,
albeit for a “noble” objective, that of “family planning” and uncompromising sexual,
oft not so amorous, encounters. It is thus that the Human Control SYSTEM has set its
focus on HER in particular, with the endocrine disruptors in the FOOD, AIR, EARTH and
WATER playing a PIVOTAL role in causing their imbalance. AFTER STEALTHILY
EXHAUSTING and DISTURBING their PHSYCHO-NEURO-IMMUNO-ENDOCRINE Systems
for decades, they end up ingesting Anti-Depressants and similar disappointing junk
which was never contemplated by DIVINE NATURE, for ALL are quite literally ALIEN to
the human body, but they certainly do make for unholy manna for the so-called
INDUSTRIES which wish mankind so well, consciously or not.
8. As long as MONEY, instead of LOVE and CARE remain the PRIME OBJECTIVE of this
System, DIVINE TRUTH shall not prevail and shall remain evasive at best, but, THANK
GOD our FATHER IN HEAVEN, the CONECEPT of MONEY and COMPETITION shall soon
be REPLACED by the DIVINE CONCEPT of LOVE, CARE and COMPLETION for ONE
ANOTHER and for ALL, a concept which shall PERMANENTLY usher in the DIVINE
INFUSION and IMMERSION of LOVE, JOY, HARMONY and RESPECT for ONE ANOTHER
and for ALL.

9. The essential and ground breaking solution, a solution at a basic PHYSICAL
level, besides embracing TRUTH and a COMPLETELY DIFFERENT LIFE-STYLE,
entails DISENCUMBERING the Human Sponge by seeking recourse to various
methods, amongst which, most notably, the A.Moritz “Liver and Gall Bladder
Flush” which eminently helps the toxically OVER LADEN human sponge system
RID itself, quite literally, in a very privileged manner, of all the over-burdening
EMOTIONS and TOXINS, basically ALL the accumulated over-taxing HUBRIS of a
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LIFE-TIME of STEALTHY and INSIDIOUS HAMPERING and ENCUMERING of the
PHYSICAL and META-PHYSICAL. It is a PRIVILEGED method because it avoids the
HUBRIS from actually entering the lymphatic system and circulatory system in a
meaningful manner which one would otherwise OVER-BURDEN, despite the
system’s best efforts to DULL the MIND and generally DUMB DOWN, the
average MUGGLE (see the first Harry Potter movie), sorry, HUMAN BEING.
Interesting reading, despite the content being superseded: David Icke’s Human Race Get
off Your Knees
An interesting site related to that author: http://www.davidicke.com/headlines
Others:
http://www.electroherbalism.com/
http://www.ener-chi.com/
http://iaomt.org/information-gallery/videos/
http://www.supernutrient.com/index.php
http://www.westonaprice.org/
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